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ABSTRACT 

Reliability calculation of large scale MANETs is an NP 

computational problem, and this complexity can be reduced 

by identifying critical nodes in a network. The identification 

of critical nodes itself is a computationally hard problem. The 

present work provides an empirical Algorithm for detecting 

critical nodes in a MANET which is computationally efficient 

than the already existing detection methods. The algorithm 

proposed for critical node detection is based on the pattern a 

critical node may exhibit uniquely in a connection matrix. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The era of mobile wireless technology seems to be getting 

matured with the leaps taken by researchers and industry in 

almost all the dimensions of wireless technology domain. The 

concerns of wireless technology ranging from bandwidth 

limitations to device miniaturization have been dealt. The 

evolution of wireless technology is noteworthy in general as a 

consequence of repeated tuning and adaptation of various 

techniques and technologies. The latest phases of this wireless 

evolution have made wireless technology quite exciting and 

vibrant. The core infrastructure has been developed in 

accordance to applications and scenarios. The applications of 

wireless have been around for a long and their categories have 

been thoroughly analyzed and developed. Some generic issues 

related to all the categories of wireless communication 

networks are there which not only have been dealt with in 

past, rather have been systematically investigated and 

remedied. The issue of fault tolerance is one of its kinds, 

which is more generic across the boundaries of different 

branches of science and engineering. The area of fault 

tolerance in computer networks in particular has a long 

history of adaptation and amendment. Wireless 

communication networks are no apart from its parent 

engineering branch of computer networks. Wireless network 

as evident from their behavior and cultivate are always more 

prone to faults of myriad reasons, thus making availability of 

wireless communication systems a concern of vital degree. 

Moreover wireless systems generally have applications which 

are more environment sensitive like the case of wireless 

sensor networks. The availability of wireless communication 

has been a concern from long, on one end it’s being taken 

cared of while on the other end more issues are emerging to 

be fixed. The network breakdowns due to weather, 

shadowing, mobility, fading, intrusions and more are few of 

the important reasons questioning the availability of wireless 

networks. Mobile ad-hoc networks are inherently a class of 

wireless communication systems requiring more advanced 

availability measures. Mobile ad-hoc networks as having 

distributed control mechanism require each component to 

function so as to achieve over all connectivity. The reliability 

calculations of MANETs have been a concern due to their so 

called on the fly connectivity means. The dynamic 

configuration changes have always made reliability 

calculations in MANETs more challenging and time complex. 

The complexity is not only proportional to frequent mobility 

but also due to the stretching capability. A MANET may start 

spanning from few meters to few thousand meters or more as 

a consequence of mobility and node additions. Our previous 

work in this area has made a breakthrough by devising an 

algorithm for calculating reliability of large scale MANETs. 

The algorithm provides a realistic technique for calculating 

source to destination reliability taking into consideration both 

factors of mobility (dynamic configurations) and scale (size) 

[1]. The algorithm drastically reduces the average complexity 

(time) of calculating the reliability. The only assumption in 

the algorithm had been the critical node detection that was 

inherited form previous work of few authors. The present 

work provides a simplified technique for critical node 

detection. The algorithm proves to be realistic and more 

efficient than previous critical detection techniques.   

2. RELATED WORK 
All The past research in the area of critical node detection has 

been due to several reasons. The identification of critical 

node/links is a vital step in reducing the vulnerability of a 

network (wire-line/wireless), as these links can be a target for 

breaking a network down. The critical node detection also has 

also been used in routing algorithms for data redirection and 

all. A critical node detection may also be used in order to sub 

divide a network (decomposition). The techniques of 

detecting critical nodes in a network can be mainly 

categorized into two subcategories. The techniques which 

work on physical details of all the network nodes, thus 

requiring the pre knowledge of actual node coordinates. This 

category is quite unrealistic for large scale networks as 

reliability calculations are to be done from a remote location 

at least from majority of nodes and the coordinates may get 

disturbed by slight moment of wireless nodes. The second 

category of techniques involved in critical node detection are 

the techniques which does not require actual physical details 

of the network nodes rather, provide identification results 

based on the instant configuration of a network, so only 

requiring details of connectivity(adjacency matrix). The 

concept of critical nodes and there detection in wireless 

networks has been studied for reasons such as connectivity 

and communication and proves to be an effective measure [2] 

[3] [4]. The detection algorithms provided in past approaches 
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to critical node detection were intended for connectivity 

concerns and vulnerability. The study of large scale wireless 

mobile ad hoc networks is a computationally intricate exercise 

and to deal with this problem few decomposition techniques 

have been devised which are quite helpful in better 

understanding these networks in a disintegrating manner [5] 

[6]. The models for network reliability whether stochastic or 

combinatorial have a long history of refinement and 

advancements. The measures in combinatorial approaches like 

RBD, fault-tress and reliability graphs seems to be more 

analytically sound and feasible than their counterparts of 

stochastic models. The study of wireless network reliability 

through reliability graphs somewhat maps more closely with 

the wireless scenarios. Moreover measures whether based on 

stochastic or combinatorial have been devised in order to take 

precise measures of availability and survivability. These 

measures provide us very accurate results about reliability of 

wireless networks, but they all inherited a limitation of 

growth. As the reliability calculation of wireless networks in 

general is a computationally hard problem, reliability analysis 

based on network decomposition seems to be the only means 

in evaluating the network reliability in a time bound manner 

.The most widely accepted and discussed technique for 

reliability calculation has been based on the concept of cuts 

(in graph) and that proves to be the only fundamental bedrock 

for advanced reliability analysis for all complex networks 

(wired/wireless) [7]. The minimal cut-sets and other related 

approaches for determining the reliability measures have been 

with us for quite a long [8] [9] [11]. The reliability evaluation 

schemes are generally categorized into few fundamental 

classes. The all-terminal-reliability reliability, source-terminal   

reliability   and   many-source- terminal reliability techniques. 

The k-terminal reliability measure as evident better maps with 

the network communication scenarios. The k-terminal 

reliability technique is a generalization of source-terminal 

reliability measure [12][13]. The wireless mobile ad-hoc 

networks are very closely mapped by two-terminal (source-

terminal) reliability measure [14] [15][16]. 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
A mobile ad hoc network as usually realized as an undirected 

graph G (V, E) comprising of mobile wireless nodes (stations) 

denoted as ‘v’ and a total number of connections(Links) 

denoted as ‘E’. The number of links may be further 

categorized into connected and unconnected edges (links). 

The summation of the number of connected and unconnected 

links will always remain constant, while their individual 

values may vary as a function of time. Lets state the two 

categories as Ec and Eu, implying that E = Ec + Eu. A 

network in total can have e=V (V-1)/2 number of edges. The 

reliability of existence of a particular network configuration 

can be calculated in the following expression.  

Rex=  

       e 

 ∏(NLNProb)
lt (1-NLNprob)

1-lt 

  1 

The sum of all configuration probabilities  

 

                            2e                                                                                                                                

SRex = ∑ Rex                                                               

                                1 

Calculating the overall 2-terminal reliability of the network 

for any two nodes (Sender, Receiver) is as 

                                         2e                                                                                                                                

2TR SR =  ∑ SRex P i                                                              

                                         1 

(Where Pi =1 if at least a single path exists between selected 

sender and receiver otherwise Pi=0). 

As Evident from the above two terminal reliability calculation 

formulae, the complexity of reliability calculation is 

dependent on number of nodes in a network. The above 

fundamental approach of two terminal reliability calculations 

still stands to be one of the best reliability evaluations 

techniques till date at least for MANETs. The complexity of 

the calculation is thus exponentially proportional to the 

number ‘V’ of the graph G (V, E). The complexity of 

reliability calculation can be reduced only by limiting the 

number of configuration. The reliability calculation model 

provided in our previous work [1] has decomposed the 

problem into sub-problems and then calculated the two 

terminal reliability of a whole network. The decomposition 

was done on the basis of critical nodes (Links). A critical link 

divides a network into further networks (sub-networks) of 

smaller scale. The division of a network into a number of sub 

networks thus reduces the complexity radically.  The critical 

link as defined is the link which provide only means of 

communication between different parts of a network (The 

removal of the link will disconnect the communication from 

source to receiver). The identification of critical links in a 

network is a prime step in reducing the reliability calculation 

for a large scale network. The past techniques used for this 

purpose had limitations of complexity and applicability. The 

techniques were more suitable to small scale MANETs, as 

increase in node number affected the complexity of critical 

node detection deficiently. The technique presented here is a 

simplified scheme for detecting a critical node in a large scale 

MANET with a controlled complexity as compared to till date 

existing schemes. 

3.1 Algorithm Introduction 
The algorithm proposed to find out critical nodes in an 

MANET is based on the second category of techniques where 

actual positions of nodes isn’t a prerequisite rather node 

connectivity (link exists or not) is taken as input. This input 

has an added advantage over the others (actual node 

coordinates) as connectivity is more deterministic in a mobile 

environment rather than coordinate positions. Nodes are 

expected to be mobile and the frequency of mobility is 

inherently more rapid than link makeup and breakup. The 

input for node connectivity information can be best 
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represented in terms of an adjacency matrix and this matrix 

gets more simplified as links are bidirectional in MANETs. 

The algorithm proposed for critical node detection is based on 

the pattern a critical node may exhibit uniquely in an 

adjacency matrix. The reliability calculator algorithm 

proposed in our previous work [1] is used for calculating final 

two terminal of the network. A Mobile ad-hoc network can be 

decomposed by expecting that critical nodes are present with 

some probability  

3.2 Algorithm for critical node detection 
Step1.  Draw the adjacency Matrix of the network. 

Step2. Test out whether the source & Destination nodes 

(Columns) have single One:  Declare them as critical nodes. 

Step3. Test out how many connected node pairs have alternate 

corresponding values or zero-zero (column).    

Step4. Select each such pair: remove this pair from the matrix: 

Find if a path still exists between Source & Destination: If 

path exists (Node pair not critical) else (Node pair Critical). 

3.3  Algorithm Description   
The algorithm above algorithm decomposes a network into 

smaller sub networks based on the position of the critical 

nodes. The algorithm makes an efficient attempt to reduce the 

final reliability calculation by generating a fragmented 

outlook of a complex network. The algorithm works by 

primarily drawing an adjacency matrix of the whole network. 

A special case for source and destination nodes is to be 

verified to detect if they form critical nodes. The step3 

onwards is the actual working of critical node detection. Only 

those node pairs are to checked who at the first place are 

connected to each other and also do not have any 

corresponding row with values (1-1). This selection makes 

this algorithm efficient as only a subset of node pairs are 

taken for calculation. Thus only those connected node pairs 

can be candidates for critical nodes who satisfy the previous 

condition. These probable critical node pairs are finally tested 

by removing them from the matrix and checking whether a 

path still exists from source to destination. An illustration of 

the above algorithm is presented in the next sub-section.   

3.4 Algorithm illustration   
The figure1 depicts a network G (V=6, E) given and for 

reducing the computational complexity the network is to be 

divided into sub networks (if possible). The reduction is 

possible only if we can detect few critical nodes in the given 

network by a computationally efficient algorithm. The 

proposed scheme in the above section can be used to find a 

critical node. The node S1 (SN1) is the source node in this 

following network, while R6 is the destination node. The 

other nodes are the intermediate nodes, which may form or 

reform the links. The critical node at any moment of time (if 

present) can reduce the calculation complexity and will lead 

to an improved reliability measurement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

Figure 1:  A Mobile Ad-hoc Network 

The adjacency matrix for the above network is drawn as 

under.   

 

 As apparent both source and destination columns (Column 

number one & six) in this adjacency matrix have more single 

value of one, thus they don’t qualify for critical nodes. Further 

let’s enumerate all the connected node pairs whose columns 

don’t contain values (one one) for the same row. The 

enumeration will result in to the only pair for this example 

{(3, 4)}. Taking each such node pair (only single in this case) 

from the adjacency matrix and if not detecting a source to 

destination path will qualify the node pair to be critical. For 

node pair (3, 4), the resultant matrix is reduced to  

 

The above adjacency matrix does not have a path form source 

to destination thus the node pair (3, 4) form a critical link. 

Thus this algorithm reduces the complexity of critical node 

identification by limiting the calculation. The selections of 

only those node pairs which qualify the condition at step3 in 

the algorithm are only further verified. 
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Algorithm critical_link(G,n,source,destination)  

{ 

Is_critical_link: = false; 

source_critical :=false; 

destination_critical:=false; 

If (there exist only one node u adjacent from source) /* check 

for source node as critical-node 

{ 

Divide the network into single subnetwork G1;  

critical_link(G1,n-1,u,destination); 

source_critical =true; 

} 

If (there exist only one node v adjacent from destination)/* 

check for source node as critical-node 

{ 

Divide the network into single subnetwork G1; 

critical_link(G1,n-1,source,v); 

destination_critical =true 

} 

For (each connected _link _pair (u,v) in G ) do       / * u can’t 

be source node if source_critical =true , v can’t be destination 

node if destination_critical =true) */ 

{                                                                                                                                                                 

If (u,v has alternate or zero-zero values at same column) then 

{ 

 If (by removing (u,v) link from G does not contain the path 

from source to destination) then 

   { 

           Is_critical_link := true; 

           Break; 

       } 

  } 

} 

if(is_critical_link=true) 

{ 

Divide the graph into two subnetworks (G1,n1) and (G2,n2)  

 critical_link(G1,n1,source,u); 

critical_link(G2,n2,v,destination); 

} 

The above piece of pseudo-code results in calculating two 

terminal reliability by detecting critical nodes in a network 

and thus decomposing the network into different sub-

networks resulting in complexity reduction. The complexity 

of the above proposed algorithm will always will have an 

upper bound O(n2). The reliability calculation complexity will 

significantly get reduced as this technique is embedded. 

4. RESULT SET  
The simulation results drawn for the proposed algorithm 

showed the complexity improvements over the existing 

critical node detection algorithms. Figure 2 shows us the 

comparison of growth for the existing and proposed method. 

The existence of critical nodes in a network was simulated on 

a standard topology known as Waxman random network 

topology. The topology generation is depicted in figure 3, as 

this generation is for large scale mobile ad-hoc networks. The 

presence of critical nodes in randomly generated topologies 

was analyzed in figure4. The Simulation results of the 

proposed algorithm can be seen in the figure5. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The presence of critical nodes in a large scale wireless mobile 

ad-hoc network is being exploited in this work for 

decomposing a network. This decomposition in turn proves 

phenomenal in reducing the complexity of calculating the 

reliability of large scale networks in a time bound 

(computationally less complex) manner. An efficient 

algorithm for detection of these critical nodes was provided in 

this manuscript that proves to be very robust and realistic.  
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Figure 2:  Proposed Critical Node Detection Algorithm 

 

Figure 3: Waxman Random Network Topology 

Generation 

 

Figure 4: Critical Node Presence in Waxman Random 

Topologies 
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Figure 5:  Simulation Results of the Proposed Algorithm 

in Comparison with the exisiting Specifications 
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